To all State Police Eurs - Chiefs or Deputy Chiefs-

This TWX will be transmitted in the speediest manner and delivered at once.

Confidential

1.) Demonstrations against Jews and particularly their synagogues will take place very shortly, throughout all of Germany. These demonstrations will not be interfered with, but measures will be taken in cooperation with the regular police to prevent looting and similar excesses.

2.) Important archives which may be found in the synagogues are to be safeguarded immediately.

3.) Preparations will be made for the arrest of some 20- to 30,000 Jews in Germany. Primarily well-to-do Jews will be chosen. Further instructions will be issued in the course of this night.

4.) The most severe measures will be applied against Jews found in possession of weapons during the demonstrations. Emergency SS and regular SS troops may be drawn upon for all phases of the action. The State Police, however, will take suitable measures to see that it remains in control of the actions. Plundering, theft, etc., will be prevented in any case. Communications with the competent Security Service commands (Main and Subordinate Branches) will be immediately established for the purpose of safeguarding of documentary property (Materialien).

5.) Supplementary instructions for State Police Koln: There is specially important material in the Koln synagogue. The speediest measures will be taken in cooperation with the Security Service to safeguard this material immediately.

Hq. Secret State Police II Muller.